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DSV philosophy: Through awakening consciousness, we are empowered with knowledge and skills to
unconditionally serve others.
During the year, several of our members
have indicated to me that they would like to
participate in a dowsing field trip so we hope to
organise some for next year at various locations.

NEXT MEETING
Sunday, 23rd November, 2008
PRESIDENT’S REPORT
How the months have flown - here we are
approaching summer, with this the last
newsletter for the year, ahead of our final DSV
meeting for 2008.
It’s been another great year of interesting
speakers, including a number who have
presented to us for the first time, covering a
variety of fascinating topics.
We endeavour to feature speakers who can
present on topics related to dowsing, since this
is what the Society is about.
Caroline Koludrovic from our Committee
presented a wonderful dowsing training session
in August which was very well received - as are
her short training sessions at the start of our
regular DSV meeting days.
Our speaker in October was Astrologer
Christine Rothwell who provided some
fascinating insights about her topic and the way
that planetary activities are impacting on our
present world situation.
Those who attended also gave a nod of
approval for the new seating arrangements. We
arranged the chairs in theatre style at the rear of
the room and it worked so well we intend
following the plan for future meetings.
The book sale at our October meeting was
very successful and we were pleased to sell off
many of our older books to happy buyers. We
will now purchase some new titles for the library.
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Meanwhile, at our upcoming meeting we are
pleased to have one of our newer members,
Joan Evans, speaking to us about her dowsing
and meditating experiences in the Hawaiian
islands. This promises to be very interesting
indeed, so I hope you can join us and bring a
friend or two along. Remember to arrive at
1.30pm if you’d like some brief dowsing training
before the meeting.
On behalf of the DSV Committee, I’d like to
take this opportunity to thank you for supporting
our Society and wish you and your family a very
happy and peace-filled Christmas and a
wonderful new year.
We look forward to seeing you again at our
first meeting in February, 2009. Watch for the
newsletter beforehand, confirming the date and
advising of the speaker.
Lyn Wood

President

NEXT MEETING
Time & Date:
rd
2.00 pm, Sunday 23 November, 2008
(1.30 pm for dowsing practice)
Place:
Mt. Waverley Community Centre,
Miller Crescent, Mt. Waverley
(Opposite Mt. Waverley Railway Station)
Melway: 70 E 1
Parking at rear, off Holskamp St. which runs
off Stephensons Road
NOVEMBER 2008

OUR NEXT MEETING
Joan Evans, a wholistic energy consultant
and a member of the DSV, will present at our
rd
last meeting for 2008 on 23 November.
She will talk to us about her personal
experience of the Hawaiian Earth Energies after
she dowsed and meditated in the Hawaiian
Islands with five American dowsers on a visit
lasting 3! weeks.
Joan will provide a comparison of the
energies on the three islands of Oahu, Hawaii
and Kaui and talk about the highlight of her
journey, the extraordinary experience of
meditating in a volcano.

her personal development. She soon began
clearing the stresses and traumas of daily life
using his simple, effective ways. In 1999 Joan
qualified as a teacher of Eric Dowsett’s work and
has been teaching it to small groups ever since,
watching the transformational impact it can have
on people’s lives. Like Eric, Joan’s prime focus
with dowsing today is on personal clearing.
We invite you to bring a friend or two along
for Joan’s special presentation to the DSV.
Joan’s next beginner’s personal dowsing
workshop will be held near Kyneton on Sunday,
th
8 February, 2009. For further information, email
joanevans@westnet.com.au or phone Joan on
(03) 5422 6803.
www.joanevans.com

www.ericdowsett.com

OUR LAST MEETING
Our last speaker, Astrologer Christine
Rothwell, explained how she looks to Astrology
to make sense of situations, using it as a means
to view changes and challenges.

Crater

Joan has a passion for teaching. She taught
at secondary level for 20 years and later lectured
at Swinburne and Monash Universities. Since
retiring to Kyneton she now conducts dowsing
workshops, and arranges personal and
environmental clearing consultations in Victoria.

She believes that it’s no coincidence we are
fated to live in such interesting times - embracing
climate change, rapid technological advances,
and facing worldwide financial problems.Time
appears to be moving faster. Challenges include
increased levels of stress and, for sensitive
people, increased emotional and psychological
difficulties. The key is to navigate through all of
this without giving into fear and panic.

Christine said that what is happening is a
wake up call for humanity. The present times are
called by a number of names, including the
Ascension, Shift, Process or the Quickening.
Levels of awareness that were previously only
available to initiates of higher orders are now
becoming increasingly available to more of us.
Joan Evans

st

Joan and her American companions on the
Hawaiian trip had all trained with renowned
dowser, Eric Dowsett. Eric’s teachings had a
profound impact on Joan’s dowsing work and on
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Christine discussed the significance of 21
December, 2012 which she believes is a
metaphor, not a literal event – a process. She
explained that it represents the ending of a 5,125
year Mayan cycle.
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In Astrology we look to the heavens above as
a reflection of what’s going on here on Earth.
Everything is interconnected, with change in one
part change in another in a holographic way. As
the Ancients said “as above, so below”.
Christine also discussed some of the more
recent discoveries in the solar system and how
they are impacting on us.
Christine Rothwell is an Accredited Astrology
Teacher and member of the APA. She provides a free
monthly e-newsletter. To subscribe send a blank
email with the subject SUBSCRIBE to
christiner@netspace.net.au For information about
Christine’s astrology readings and classes please visit
www.christinerothwell.com or phone (03) 9584 6532.

Report about Dr Emoto’s
August 2008 Ceremony

elements on Earth: Water, Earth, Wood, Metal
and Fire. In some texts Metal is associated with
Air. Readings were taken of the light coming
from the gaseous discharge which is a part of
electrical measuring circuit. This discharge – the
5th element – represents Fire. The “5th Element”
instrument allows for the recording of time
dynamics of a signal from several sensors.
When there is no turbulence in nature, i.e. when
the environment is absolutely quiet and peaceful,
the graph of time dynamics is practically a
straight line.
The group included Dr. Emoto, three
members of his team, two scientists from Korea
and a film crew from Moscow - led by producer
Saida Medvedeva who directed the documentary
“Great Enigma of Water” which was very popular
in different countries.

Here is a summary of the report on the results of
Dr. Masaru Emoto’s “Love and Gratitude to Water”
Ceremony at Lake Baikal, held in Siberia, Russia, on
rd
3 August, 2008. Dr Emoto had invited people from
around the world to join in by sending their own
sincere prayer of Love and Gratitude to the water of
Lake Baikal, and the waters of the world.

Baikal Lake is a beautiful lake located in the
South-Eastern part of Siberia. It is the deepest
freshwater lake on earth (maximum depth is
1637 meters or 5370 feet) and the largest
reservoir of fresh surface water (636 km by 70
km). The lake is so huge and enormous that
locals call it a sea. For centuries people have
prayed to the lake and believed in its power.

rd

Dr. Emoto at Lake Baikal Siberia, Russia on 3 August, 2008

Professor Konstantin Korotkov PhD was
invited to take measurements during the
ceremony using a special instrument called the
th
“5 Element”. It is based on an Electrophotonic
Camera (EPC/GDV bioelectrography method).
Sensors measure the changes of capacity of
several elements of nature: water, earth, plant
and air. This relates to the 5 Elements principle
of the Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) and
philosophy, which defines the 5 governing
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At the lake there are unique carvings and
parts of the ritual buildings of tribes from
thousands of years ago. The age of the lake
itself is believed to be around 30 million years.
The weather was good, the sun was shining,
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and the sky was blue. After three hours the
group arrived by boat to Cape Burhan on Olkhon
Island, known as the heart of Baikal. It lies in the
middle part of the lake, near the maximum depth
mark (1637m / 5370ft) and has a population of
about 1500 residents.
The island is an historical and sacred centre
of the lake, the focus of old legends and ancient
traditions. Its territory is rich in archeological
monuments and sites: 143 archeological places
are known to date. Among them are sepulchers,
ancient human settlements and remains of stone
walls. The most famous is a shaman cape
crowned with two-head marble rock called
"Burhan". There is a cave within the rock with
ancient paintings. For a long time the cave was a
place for annual shamanic worship. This
considerable historic monument is a peculiar
symbol of Baikal and one of the nine holiest
places in Asia. This was the place selected for
Dr. Emoto’s ceremony.

As if by magic, the rain stopped and soon the
clouds cleared and the sun shone. The filming
was successful.

Fig. 1. Time dynamics of the Air sensor in a quiet spot

The EPC/GDV camera and laptop were
placed on a big stone near the shore and the
electrodes were positioned: Water, Air and
Earth. The electrode was placed in a stone
crevice. As filming began, the first drops of rain
fell on the equipment. The sun had gone and
there was heavy cloud - a potential disaster
because they couldn’t risk getting the expensive
electrical equipment wet.

During all this time the atmospheric
conditions were quite remarkable. On the other
side of the strait there was heavy rain. Dark
clouds were swirling along the horizon with long
strips of rain. However only little clouds drifted to
the group’s side and their shadows were helpful.

Professor Korotkov said to Saida: “Please,
Saida, clean the sky!” She looked up and began
praying. “Please, God, help us. We came here
from a thousands of kilometers, from different
parts of the world. This is the only day when we
can make this film, and we all pray to you and
ask you to give us your sun and your blessings”.
During the ceremony the clouds became more
condensed and as Dr. Emoto spoke his last words,
the first drops fell and it started to rain. Everyone
involved felt it was like a miracle - God had listened
to their pleas and helped them to fulfill the task.
Sailing back, the group was greeted by a huge
twin rainbow. They felt it was a magnificent solar
presentation, splendid entertainment, prepared for
them by nature. Solar rays were being projected like
beams from the other side of a strait.
Throughout the ceremony the “5th Element”
instrument recorded the activity of the
atmosphere. The operation was done totally
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automatically. Later, in the cabin of the ship
Professor Korotkov processed the data.

unusual for me, for if I don’t understand
something I am immediately sceptical of it. I had
a look around for a while and I saw they had
some crystals and some unusual rocks for sale. I
wasn’t sure what that was all about, but while I
was looking at them I noticed a woman also
looking at the crystals. She asked me if I knew
who to see about buying one of the rocks. I said I
didn’t, but if any of these psychics were any
good, they would know you wish to purchase
one of these items, and they would come over
and serve you.

Fig.2. Time dynamics of Air sensor during ceremony.

The results were very interesting. Fig.2.
shows the time dynamics of a signal recorded
from the antenna in the power units which
measure the power of a signal. Arrows mark
different stages during the ceremony. All
significant moments were followed by peaks in
the readings. The gradual decrease between
points 2 and 4 are attributed to people’s gradual
loss of intense concentration.
While it cannot be claimed that the recorded
variations of the signal were solely due to the
influences of the collective consciousness and
Dr. Emoto, the results are interesting to ponder.
Dr. Emoto is a Japanese author known for his
extensive work with water and its implications.

Website: http://www.masaru-emoto.net

Our grateful thanks to
Bakers Delight for afternoon tea treats
served at DSV meetings.
Bakers Delight, 49 Hamilton Place, Mt Waverley

A DIVINE WORLD
Another welcome contribution in an ongoing series by
DSV Member, Mick Moran of Learmonth, Victoria.

This story began in early 2007 when I first
found I could detect signals using meteor
fragments and some minerals. I was desperate
to find answers to what was going on in regards
to my dowsing, when I noticed there was a
psychic expo coming to Ballarat (central Vic). I
thought I would attend to see if someone there
could answer any of my questions. When I
arrived I immediately realised I was at the wrong
place, as all I saw were people having their
fortunes told with the use of tarot cards and
crystal balls. I’m not into that sort of thing so was
very sceptical about the whole process. This isn’t
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She gave me a surprised look, and asked
why I had attended a psychic expo if I didn’t
believe in it. I mentioned my dowsing and my
need to find answers. After a short time she said
she was busting for a cigarette and she would
like to continue our conversation outside if I
wished. I arranged to meet her outside a couple
of minutes later. When she came outside she
said she had purchased a moqui stone. She
showed me the stone, and said moqui stones
were supposed to be very powerful for healing.
The stone was about 25mm in diameter and was
dark brown. It looked like something that had
fallen off a tree. I didn’t say anything but I
thought she was off with the fairies. Of course,
the longer we spoke the more I realised she was
far smarter than I was, (which isn’t hard) and she
had worked me out pretty quickly.
I spoke in more detail of my experiences with
dowsing, and she asked if I would like to come to
her place and have a walk around to see what I
could find. I said I would as I was keen to try
some dowsing in a different area. She said she
lived about 30 minutes out of Ballarat on a 5 acre
bush block. I said I would give her a ring in a
couple of days to make a time that would suit
both of us. When I arrived home that day I went
on the internet to see what I could find out about
moqui stones. Curiosity had got the better of me.
I found they mostly came from North America,
and the North American Indians used them as
healing stones. They are also called shaman
stones. I read quite a bit about them and I
thought I would purchase one. I was in Ballarat
the next day, so I went back to the psychic expo
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and bought a moqui stone hoping it could help
me with the pain in my back.
When I arrived home I wasn’t sure what to do
with it. I didn’t know if I had to dance round a fire
naked on the night of a full moon, or sacrifice a
goat. So I decided to lie down as I was in a fair
bit of pain. I thought I would put the moqui stone
under my back where the pain was coming from.
It was pretty uncomfortable but I got used to it
after a few minutes. I managed to doze off for
about 30 minutes, and when I woke up I
remembered I was lying on the moqui stone. I
removed the stone and got up of the bed, and to
my complete surprise I had no pain in my back, it
had completely gone.

from. She said she picked it up in her paddock, and
then she asked if I could detect gold. I said I had
tried once with a friend using his wedding ring as the
piece of gold to hang on to. We didn’t find any gold,
but I seemed to get signals from piles of quartz near
the mines we tried. I agreed to have a go but I didn’t
think I could find anything. I asked where she found
the gold, and she pointed to a spot about 50 metres
away. I started dowsing in that general direction,
when I got a signal on the dowsing rod. I pinpointed
the position and put a mark on the ground. I said I
had no idea what was down there, but if she wanted
to dig there, that was up to her. I may have been
detecting quartz in the ground but I didn’t know. She
said she may dig there in the winter when the
ground isn’t so hard.

I have no explanation for what was
happening, and for that matter I didn’t care, as
long as it worked. It wasn’t mind over matter, as I
didn’t think it would work in the first place. I have
found that if I lie down and place the moqui
stone on my stomach, just above where the pain
is radiating from, it does the same thing. I now
have a collection of moqui stones, and they
continue to ease the pain in my back. I have also
found that quartz crystals work the same.

Moqui Stones

A couple of days later I rang the woman I had
met at the psychic expo to arrange a date to dowse
her property. She was very surprised I had
contacted her and we decided to meet the next day.
She gave me directions to her property, and I
arrived the next morning. We had a cup of tea and
spoke of many things in regards to dowsing water
and minerals. She could pick that I was still very
unsure of the whole dowsing thing, and she kept
telling me to believe in myself, believe I can do it
and don’t be so sceptical of everything you don’t
understand. We walked around for about an hour
picking up small underground streams on her 5 acre
property. It was a very hot day and I was getting
very tired from dowsing for so long. I was ready to
call it a day when she asked me if I could try one
more thing.
She went inside and came out with a piece of
quartz roughly the size of a golf ball. In that quartz
was a sizeable piece of gold sticking out one side. I
was pretty impressed and asked where she got it
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She then asked me to try dowsing down near
a small tree about 4 metres tall that was growing
in her paddock. I didn’t know why she wanted
me to try there but I said I would. I walked
around the tree but detected nothing. She said to
try closer to the tree, which I did. This time I
detected something. If I put the piece of gold
down I could no longer get a signal, but the
moment I touched the piece of quartz with the
gold in it the signal returned. I pinpointed the
position the signal was coming from, and again
put a mark on the ground.

A gold nugget

The woman said she was not surprised I had
marked that position. I was surprised at that
response, and asked why? She told me a
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number of years ago she had split up from her
husband, and divorced. When this happened
she planted a small tree, and beside that tree
she buried her wedding ring. This was the tree I
was now standing beside and the spot I marked
on the ground was within a few centimetres of
where she buried her wedding ring. (Now have I
got your attention?) I have no idea if she found
gold in the spot I marked for her earlier.
One of the most asked questions I get when
people know I can dowse minerals is “can you
detect gold”? My usual reply is “if you want to
find gold, get a gold detector”.
Mick Moran – mmoran@supernerd.com.au

2009 ASTROLOGICAL PLANTING
CALENDARS
If you ordered one of the stunning full colour
2009 Astrological Planting Calendars from DSV
member, Susane Starc, please collect it at next
rd
month’s meeting on 23 November.

Alanna Moore

“Water Spirits of the World” is compact
publication of 62 pages. It is available as an ebook for $6 or on CD-Rom for $12 including
postage. For further information please email
info@geomantica.com or write to Alanna c/o PO
Box 929, Castlemaine, Vic 3450.
Alanna Moore has been a dowser and geomancer for
over 25 years. She is a member of the DSV and has
presented at our meetings on many occasions.
Alanna is holding a one-day workshop at an
Aboriginal women’s sacred site near Castlemaine
rd
on 23 November. It’s called “Divining the Devas”.
A similar workshop will be held in St Kilda, in
th
suburban Melbourne on 29 March, 2009.
For details email info@geomantica.com or phone
(03) 5473 4284
http://www.geomantica.com

OVERDUE MEMBERSHIPS
A BOOK REVIEW
Water Spirits of the World by Alanna Moore
In her latest book, “Water Spirits of the
World”, Alanna Moore makes a compelling case
for the existence of devas and spirits of water, as
revealed via dowsing and clairvoyance.
This book picks up from where her earlier
publication, “The Wisdom of Water” (2007), left
off, delving deeper into the esoteric aspects of
water and giving readers some accounts of real
encounters with water spirits.
Alanna explores the history and mythologies
of deities, gods and goddesses over time and
provides suggestions for finding and connecting
with water spirits. She explores the adaptions
with various religions and cults over time.

Just a reminder that, if your membership is
overdue, it’s time to renew. By doing so, you support
the Society’s ongoing viability, and receive
advantages and privileges (e.g. reduced meeting
rate). Since the October 2008 meeting, only paid-up
members will receive the Member Rate for meetings.

NEWSLETTERS BY EMAIL
Most members now receive their newsletters
quickly, in colour by email. It saves the trees,
and a lot of extra work involved in printing and
mailing. We encourage you to make the switch
now and receive your newsletters by email too.

In essence, her book spotlights cultural
traditions and encourages an understanding of
the devic world today.
Readers with an interest in travel can also
enjoy learning about many of the key water spirit
places of the world.
Alanna provides an extensive reference
guide for further exploration.
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To make the change, please send an email
with your postal address, your name and email
details to heather@ohnaturale.com
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Please write this date in your diary for 2008
rd

23 November
The Committee of the Dowsing Society of Victoria for 2008/09 consists of:
President/Public Officer:
Vice President
Treasurer:
Secretary:
Secretarial Assistant:
Webmaster
Newsletter Editor:
Publicity:
Librarian:
Librarian Assistant:
Dowsing Instructor
Committee Members:

Lyn Wood
Fred Ward
Barbara Raiskums
Anne Smith
Lyn Wood
Lyn Wood
Heather Wilks
Heather Wilks
Robert Griffiths
Nora Peralta
Carolyn Koludrovic
Lynne Fitzgerald
Mary Ward

!
!
!

9729 2624
5962 6973
9803 8631

!
!
!
!
!

9729 2624
9729 2624
9572 2970
9572 2970
9369 5362

!

9763 1004

!

5962 6973

Dowsing Society of Vic. membership costs $30 single or $35 family annually. Associate
membership of $10 is available for those unable to attend meetings.

Members joining after 1st November pay half applicable yearly rates (not Associate Members).
Entrance to meetings is $10 members and $15 non-members. Concessions are available for
pensioners and health care card holders who produce a current card. For Direct Funds Transfer
(DFT) payment please provide your details to the Treasurer, Barbara Raiskums, by phone on
(03) 9803 8631 or by mail to The DSV, PO Box 2635, Mount Waverley Vic 3149.
A/c name: Dowsing Society of Victoria Inc. Bank: Westpac, BSB: 033 372 A/c No: 21 2021
We have a range of items for sale at our meetings –
Dowsing rods, pendulums, dowsing booklets and some back copies of newsletters, etc.

Views expressed in our Newsletters and by Guest Speakers are presented for interest, education
and entertainment. Committee Members do not necessarily hold these views.

If unable to deliver, return to:
Dowsing Society of Vic. Inc.
PO Box 2635
Mount Waverley VIC 3149
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